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Dining room furniture modern design

Ad - Continue reading below ad - Continue reading below ad - Continue reading under Each item on this page was handpicked by a House Beautiful editor. We can earn commission on some of the items you choose to buy. Even the narrowest corner can feel like a banquet hall. (Well, almost.) September
28, 2015 1 of 10 Flip Out Apartment living generally devotes little more than a wall to eating. To make a dining room seem magical in front of her eyes, this homeowner installed an elegant table that is easily unfolded at meals. See more of this colorful home here » 2 of 10 Couples a round table with a
banquet 3 of 10 Use walls Wisely Often considered a design no-no in other rooms, placing furniture against the wall frees up space to walk in this narrow dining room. Folding chairs stored neatly on the opposite wall can be easily taken when the company arrives. See more at Apartment Therapy » 4 out
of 10 Choose shelves Instead of a cabinet China cabinet or side table is gorgeous, but their bulk can dominate a room and use space inefficiently. Floating shelves, on the other hand, can be customized to suit your needs (fill the entire wall with them, if you like!) and offer more flexible storage than
standalone pieces. See more at Woodgrain Cottage » 5 of 10 Buildings in seating and shelves Both built-in bookshelves and banquets are meant to be right next to the wall, offering as much seating, storage and open floor space as possible – so when combined, they are a small dining room superhero.
See more at Young House Love » 6 of 10 Choose Dual-Purpose Furniture If you had to sacrfice part of the dining room of your workspace, get the best of both worlds with a neat desk. For parties, this blogger removes this stubborn oak piece to be used as a buffet. See more on Little Yellow Couch » 7 out
of 10 Get a bench Unlike chairs, a bench can accommodate more than one person (a handful of children, if you're lucky!) and tucks completely out of the way when not in use. See more on Amanda Medlin » 8 out of 10 Invest in a mirror Use this bit of visual trickery to make a small room seem bigger: A
mirror's reflection is great for faking extra space, and bouncing light around the room to make it seem airier. See more on Made By Girl » 9 out of 10 Collect matching crockery Open shelves are often the best storage option in a tight place, but you need to fill them wisely. Matching plates and serving
goods, like this rather creamy collection, add a decorative element with a culinary tilt. See more at Shanty 2 Chic » 10 of 10 Make a Booth Two banquets are better than one! This smart setup makes room for an entire family in a tight corner – offering hidden storage under the seats. See more at Dear
Lillie » Next 17 Small Space Decorating Tricks Advertisement - Continue reading below This content has been created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and Content on piano.io This site
is not available in your country If you are lucky enough to have one in the floor plan, the dining room can be the crown jewel of the home. Unlike the kitchen counter, which tends to get crowded with, well, things or the living room that needs constant vacuuming touch-ups (hello, four-legged housemates...),
the dining room makes it exist in an idyllic middle state - plates set, losers standing on clear, surfaces ready. For many of us, the dining room is the most idealized version of who we are and what we want our homes to be, no matter how far removed from reality. But as nice as it may be to catch a glimpse
of a more glamorous, pulled-together version of yourself, that's not really what dining rooms are for. They are meant to be used – to entertain neighbors, dine with friends and welcome family (especially when we head into the holiday part of the year). Therefore, we favor more modern, effortless design
when it comes to dining rooms in the past. The formal setup is, of course, a classic, but it conjures up a certain high-stakes feel – which is exactly the opposite of what a collection room should be. So instead of palatial spaces with matching rows of chairs, we feel for a more relaxed, welcoming mood -
something accessible and easy enough that means we actually *use* that dining table more than once a season. If you are on the same wavelength, welcome. Click through for our favorite modern dining rooms, and ditch the dense layout of old ones this season. It may not always be polished and
untouched, but we can promise that you will get many more memories out of it. 01 of 11 Design: Cortney Bishop, Photo: Katie Charlotte In a picturesque, window room like this, it is taking a modern and elegant approach to designing a dining room a no-brainer. Natural materials and muted tones stand in
the center here, echoing the landscape outside and infusing the room with a sense of tranquility that is welcoming and informal, not dense. Low chairs with an appealing mid-20th century design keep from hiding the view, while organic materials on light fixtures and ceilings subtly pull the eye up. In short,
this room is a masterclass in balance and tranquility. Annie Selke Dakota Stripe Woven Cotton Rug $458 $275 Shop 02 by 11 This dining room goes only to show that achieving an elegant, modern vibe can also be subtle. Instead of a traditional matching set of 6 dining chairs, this design replaces in a
long bench with playful patterned cushions on one side. This less formal layout also makes use of chairs without arms on the head and foot of the table, achieving an elegant look even while incorporating deco-inspired elements. Finally, a sprawling light fixture completes the look – giving another
unexpected element to the vignette. 03 out of 11 round dining tables quickly replace large rectangular as a go-to, and we are completely on board. Not only are round tables better adapted to uniquely shaped rooms, but we believe make for better conversation, too. This modern option balances elegant
lines with cosy warmth, and tops Eames-style chairs with soft sheepskin throws. But the play de resistence is the light fixture, which is a true showstopper. Serena &amp; Lily Sheepskin Wool Throw $199 Shop 04 out of 11 We've never seen minimalism look so inviting. A mix of free - but not entirely
matching - chairs are stacked with upholstered benches, adding both seating and a new element of softness to this room. Textural interaction is part of what makes it work, with the bright wooden table picking up on the jaws of the chairs, while something warmer lies under the foot. France and Son Mid



Century Jeanneret Side Chair, set of 2 $1,010 $639 Shop 05 by 11 Design: La Maison, Photo: Catherine Nguyen On the back, this room is made for maximalists. Personality drips from the walls here, showing off an eclectic art collection and a similar range of seating options, from large upholstered chairs
to bright coral-hued bamboo styles. A few mid-year fixtures in the form of lighting bring the whole room together, creating an effect that is undoubtedly as unique as the homeowner who lives here. World Menagerie Asante Padded Dining Chair $560 $307 Shop 06 of 11 Feeding a crowd never looked so
fashionable. We are in love with the unique range of elements in this room, borrowing from a few different trendy design styles to create something completely unique. Modern farmhouse-inspired chairs blend with an oversized banquet seat – ideal for expanding the guest list at short notice – and the
whole shebang is degraded by a fantastic craft table. The vintage eating sign brings just the right element of whimsy to the room, and the throwback light fixture looks right at home next to it. West Elm Black Windsor Dining Chair, set of 2 $199 Shop 07 of 11 Architecture: Studio William Hefner, Design:
Catherine Dunn, Photo: Laura Hull Sensing a Pattern? A great light fixture can be the ultimate way to ground your dining room and add a lot of personality. The discreet lines of these elegant chairs and the rustic wooden table find the perfect balance between dressed up and sociable, so it's always an
excuse to invite some friends to dinner. 08 of 11 Architecture: Studio William Hefner, Design: Sheila Bouttier from Galerie Provenance, Photo: Stephen Kent Johnson Dark dining rooms are trending in a big way – but don't let the moody colors scare you. At its heart, this dining room is a real crowd-
pleaser. A dramatic wall color handles the heavy lifting in creating a sense of atmosphere, so all that remains to do is pick out a dining kit - in this case one that marries an elegant black table with time-worn leather for a beautiful (but low maintenance) look. Add a dimmer switch or light any lights and
voila, dinner is served. MODCREATIONstudio Globe Chandelier Brass Ceiling Lamp $299 Shop 09 of 11 Design: Decorist, Photo: Aubrie Pick Not on how to translate your laid-back boho boho into the dining room? No longer look for inspiration, as this room achieves it beautifully. A bold blend of textures-
plush Moroccan carpet; woven e-e; soft, light-reducing curtains; mixed metals – keep the appearance eclectic without sacrificing an element of sophistication. A status plant in the corner, none other than the famous fiddle leaf fig, rounds out the guest list in this room. 10 out of 11 For those who don't have
a dedicated room, it can be a smart solution to turn a dining kitchen into a kind of de facto dining area – and one that dispenses with unnecessary formality in a room you only want to use a few times a year. This design is a good example of how to define the room using art and accessories (here, an
oversized painting to anchor the table, and a large potted plant to help). And our perennial favorite seating option, banquet, makes a different look, creating a family-friendly option that house guests will come to love, too. 11 of 11 Design: Decorist, Photo: Sean Litchfield A small color goes a long way,
even if you're not blessed with as dazzling a dining room view as this one. Wallpapering a small part of the wall next to adds a bolt of whimsical and cheers to this otherwise understated space, making for an element that will undoubtedly evoke cocktail party conversations for years to come. Inside Peel
and Stick Wallpaper Roll - Coral Zebra by Scalamandre $69 Shop Shop
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